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Curated Activity List Sample 
Student Name (Example: Stella) 

Student Grade (Example: 5th Grade) 
Date List Was Created 

 

Activity/Game Support Needed Notes 

Our favorite organizational apps 
for teens and tweens 

Independent We use Streaks in our house and it really helps our kids build 
routines! Not that it seems problematic for Stella, but I think 

she’d enjoy the independence. 

Organizational planners Independent This article has a bunch of cool organizational planners. I was 
thinking of some of the ones with the mind maps and such to 

spark Stella’s dreaming, goal-setting, and envisioning. 

Bananagrams Family/partner This game will help Stella develop skills with word play and 
word building. Plus…it’s a blast! We get tons of positive 

feedback on this one. 

Set Family/friends/PACE 
pod 

This game won an award from Mensa because it was so great 
with gifted children. I’ve not played it, but I just ordered it after I 

reached it. ☺ 

Davinci’s Challenge Family/partner Another great game we think would work well for Stella. 

STEM challenges for 5th graders Independent/partner This is a great list for her to peruse and see what strikes her 
fancy. 

Tween Tribune Independent From the Smithsonian, this site has lots of articles that Stella 
might find interesting to browse through. 
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Wreck This Journal Independent I think Stella might like this. It will promote her love of writing! 

This booklist from Goodreads Independent These are all books on extreme weather that Stella might love! 

The One and Only Ivan Independent Stella must read this book! Plus this article on the filming, much 
of which was in Lakeland! 

Parody songs about Harry 
Potter 

Independent A whole collection of parodies that are based on the Harry 
Potter series. So many of Stella’s favorites. 

Superstar Math Independent/with 
some light support 

Kids in the founders 5th grade class loved them (and found 
them really challenging). Great for higher-level thinking. 

Open Middle Math Problems Independent/light 
support 

These would be great challenges for Stella. Find the worksheet 
to print and problem-solve here, and a list of problems to 

choose from here. 

3 Act Tasks Independent/light 
support 

Here is the list of tasks that you can choose from: I’d start with 
5th grade and work your way up! There are recording sheets for 
these as well. She will find these FUN and they involve some 

real deep thinking. 

Drawing with Mr. J Independent Mr. J is a friend of the founders and a teacher of the year from 
Ohio. This is his art class that was picked up by public 
broadcasting. I think Stella might be inspired by this! 

Lunch Doodles with Mo Willems Independent This amazing author/illustrator took his talents online during the 
pandemic. I’m guessing you all might have discovered this 

already, but I wanted to put it out here for Stella. 

Art Always classes Independent These are real-time classes and we could find a way to mail the 
supplies to you. 

Curated Booklist from our 
friends at High Five Books 

Independent Created by our friends at High Five Books based on Saskia’s 
interests. From Lexi at High Five Books: 

 
The Amelia Six  
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Cattywampus 

Escape from Mr. Lemoncello's Library 

Pandava #1: Aru Shah and the End of Time 

Titanic #1: Unsinkable 

I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912 (I Survived Graphic 
Novel #1) 

Bayou Magic 

If You Want to be a Great Writer Independent We thought this might nurture the writing bug in Stella! 

Creating a Cozy Bedroom 
Reading Nook 

Independent/with 
mama 

We thought this might be really fun for you all to do together, 
and in fact, you might already have one for her! This could 

make reading much cooler, to have her own, special little place 
to read. 

Rescue kitten web cam Independent So cute…so many kittens at this rescue in LA! 

Giant Panda web cam Independent There’s a new baby panda cub! Pandas are one of Stella’s 
favorite animals, and this cam from the National Zoom will 

surely make her smile! 

This Titanic virtual field trip Independent One of her favs! 
 


